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This paper explores the extent to which regular expressions (regexes)
are portable across programming languages. Many languages offer similar regex syntaxes, and it would be natural to assume that
regexes can be ported across language boundaries. But can regexes
be copy/pasted across language boundaries while retaining their
semantic and performance characteristics?
In our survey of 158 professional software developers, most indicated that they re-use regexes across language boundaries and about
half reported that they believe regexes are a universal language. We
experimentally evaluated the riskiness of this practice using a novel
regex corpus Ð 537,806 regexes from 193,524 projects written in
JavaScript, Java, PHP, Python, Ruby, Go, Perl, and Rust. Using our
polyglot regex corpus, we explored the hitherto-unstudied regex
portability problems: logic errors due to semantic differences,
and security vulnerabilities due to performance differences.
We report that developers’ belief in a regex lingua franca is understandable but unfounded. Though most regexes compile across
language boundaries, 15% exhibit semantic differences across languages and 10% exhibit performance differences across languages.
We explained these differences using regex documentation, and
further illuminate our findings by investigating regex engine implementations. Along the way we found bugs in the regex engines
of JavaScript-V8, Python, Ruby, and Rust, and potential semantic
and performance regex bugs in thousands of modules.

1

CCS CONCEPTS
· Software and its engineering → Reusability; · Social and
professional topics → Software selection and adaptation.
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INTRODUCTION

Regular expressions (regexes) are a core component of modern
programming languages. Regexes are commonly used for text processing and input sanitization [105], appearing, for example, in an
estimated 30-40% of open-source Python and JavaScript projects [20,
26]. However, crafting a correct regex is difficult [101], and developers may prefer to re-use an existing regex than write it from
scratch. They might turn to regex repositories like RegExLib [4, 7];
or to Stack Overflow, where łregexž is a popular tag [8]; or to other
software projects. For example, a regex derived from the Node.js
path module appears in more than 2,000 JavaScript projects [26].
Correctness and security are fundamental problems in software
engineering in general, and for regexes in particular: re-using regexes
can be risky. Like other code snippets [109], regexes may flow into
software from Internet forums or other software projects. Unlike
most code snippets, however, regexes can flow unchanged across
language boundaries. Programming languages have similar regex
syntaxes, so re-used regexes may compile without modification.
However, surface-level syntactic compatibility can mask more subtle semantic and performance portability problems. If regex semantics vary, then a regex will match different sets of strings across
programming languages, resulting in logical errors. If regex performance varies, a regex may have differing worst-case behavior,
exposing service providers to security vulnerabilities [25, 78].
Despite the widespread use of regexes in practice, the research
literature is nearly silent about regex re-use and portability. We
know only anecdotally that some developers struggle with ł[regex]
inconsistencies across [languages]ž [20]. In this paper we explored
the coupled concepts of cross-language regex re-use and regex
portability using a mixed-methods approach. First, we surveyed 158
professional developers to better understand their regex practices
(ğ4), and empirically corroborated the regex re-use practices they
reported (ğ6). Then, we investigated the extent to which these
practices may result in bugs. We empirically measured semantic
and performance portability problems, attempted to explain these
problems using existing regex documentation, and explored regex
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engine implementations to illuminate our findings (ğ7). We are not
the first to observe regex portability issues, but we are the first to
provide evidence of the extent and impact of the phenomenon.
Our contributions are:
• We describe the regex re-use practices of 158 developers (ğ4).
• We present a first-of-its-kind polyglot regex corpus consisting of
537,806 unique regexes extracted from 193,524 software projects
written in 8 popular programming languages (ğ5).
• We empirically show that regex re-use is widespread, both within
and across languages and from Internet sources (ğ6).
• We identify and explain semantic and performance regex portability problems (ğ7). We report that approximately 15% of the
regexes in our corpus have semantic portability problems, while
10% have performance portability problems. Most of these problems could not be explained using existing regex documentation.
• We identify thousands of potential regex bugs in real software,
as well as bugs in JavaScript-V8, Python, Ruby, and Rust (ğ8).

and Java [26, 104, 107], from a portability perspective we do not
know the relative risk of ReDoS across different programming languages. Cox [24] has suggested that languages fall into two classes
of performance, though he did not systematically support his claim.

2.3

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Regex Dialects
Most programming languages support regexes, providing developers with a concise means of describing a set of strings. There has
been no successful specification of regex syntax and semantics; PerlCompatible Regular Expressions (PCRE) [46] and POSIX Regular
Expressions [47] have influenced but not standardized the various
regex dialects that programming languages support, leading to manuals with phrases like łthese aspects...may not be fully portablež [6].
Anecdotally, inconsistent behavior has been reported even between
different implementations of the same regex specification [19].
This lack of standardization may come as no surprise to developers familiar with regexes as a library feature rather than a language
primitive. But for the latest generation of developers, regexes have
always been part of the programming language, and because the
regex dialects are similar in syntax it would be natural for developers to assume that they are in fact a lingua franca. We report
that many developers do make this assumption, and we explore the
potential consequences by investigating the distinct semantic and
performance characteristics of many regex dialects.

2.2

Developer Practices Around Regexes

Despite the widespread use of regexes in practice [20, 26], surprisingly little is known about how software developers write and
maintain them. Recent studies have shed some light on the typical
languages developers encode in regexes [20, 26], the relative readability of different regex notations [21], developer regex test practices [102], and developer regex maintenance practices [26, 101].
Most of these works have focused on software artifacts rather
than on developers’ thought processes and day-to-day practices.
The only previous qualitative perspective on developers’ approach
to regex development is Chapman and Stolee’s exploratory survey of 18 professional software developers employed by a single
company [20]. They reported high-level regex practices like the
frequency with which those developers use regexes and the tasks
they use regexes for.

3

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

In this work we seek to better understand developer regex re-use
practices and understand the potential risks they face. First, we
survey professional software developers to learn their regex perceptions and practices. We then measure regex re-use practices in
real software to corroborate the findings of our survey. Finally, we
empirically evaluate the semantic and performance portability problems that may result from cross-language regex re-use practices,
and explain differences across languages. Our research questions:
Theme 1: Developer perspectives
RQ1: Do developers re-use regexes?
RQ2: Where do developers re-use regexes from?
RQ3: Do developers believe regexes are a lingua franca?
Theme 2: Measuring regex re-use
RQ4: How commonly are regexes re-used from other software?
RQ5: How commonly are regexes re-used from Internet sources?
Theme 3: Empirical portability
RQ6: Semantic portability: When and why do regexes match different sets of strings in different programming languages?
RQ7: Performance portability: When and why do regexes have
different worst-case performance in different programming
languages?

Regex Denial of Service (ReDoS)

Under the hood, programming languages implement a regex engine to test candidate inputs for membership in the language of a
regex. Most regex engines evaluate a regex match by simulating
the behavior of an equivalent Finite Automaton (Deterministic or
Non-) on the candidate string [90], but they vary widely in the particular algorithm used. Despite the recommendations of automata
theorists [24, 95], in most programming languages a regex match
may require greater-than-linear time in the length of the regex
and the input string. Such a super-linear (SL) match may require
polynomial or exponential time in the worst case [25, 78].
SL regex behavior had long been considered an unlikely attack
vector in practice, but in the past year this has begun to change.
Davis et al. [27] and Staicu and Pradel [92] identified Regular expression Denial of Service (ReDoS) as a major problem facing
Node.js applications, and Davis et al. reported thousands of SL
regexes affecting over 10,000 JavaScript projects [26]. Although it
is known that SL regex behavior is possible in JavaScript, Python,

4

THEME 1: DEVELOPER PERSPECTIVES

We surveyed developers to better understand regex re-use and
portability issues from their perspective.
Findings: (RQ1) 94% of developers re-use regexes,
(RQ2) commonly from Stack Overflow and other code.
(RQ3) 47% of developers treat regexes like a lingua franca.

4.1

Methodology

Survey content. We developed a 33-question survey with a mix of
closed and open-ended questions. We asked participants about: (1)
the process they follow when writing regexes; (2) their regex re-use
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practices; and (3) what awareness they have of regex portability
problems1 . We drafted our survey based on discussions with professional software developers, and followed best practices in survey
design [51, 88]. We refined the survey through internal iteration
and two pilot rounds with graduate students.
Survey deployment. After obtaining approval from our institution’s ethics board, we took a two-pronged approach to surveying
professional developers. First, following the snowball sampling
methodology [16, 81], we asked developers of our acquaintance
to take the survey and propagate it to their colleagues. Second,
to diversify our population, we posted the survey on popular Internet message boards frequented by software developers (HackerNews [1] and Reddit [3] (r/SampleSize, r/coding, and r/compsci).
We compensated respondents with a $5 Amazon gift card.
Filtering results. We received some invalid responses from users
on the Internet message boards. We manually inspected the first
100 responses to develop filters for validity. We report on responses
that took at least 5 minutes, were internally consistent, and gave
a łthoughtfulž answer to at least one of our open-ended questions.
This filtered out 253 responses, mostly from a spoofing campaign.

4.2

POLYGLOT REGEX CORPUS

In order to answer our remaining research questions we needed a
polyglot regex corpus: a set of regexes extracted from a large sample
of software projects written in many programming languages. The
existing regex corpuses are small-scale [20, 107] or include only
two programming languages [26]. Our corpus is neither, covering
about 200,000 projects in 8 programming languages Ð see Table 1.

Figure 1: Our survey reached a diverse set of developers.

Results

Demographics. We received 158 valid responses from professional
software developers. Our responses came from direct (51) and indirect (25) professional contacts, and Internet message boards (73),
with no tracking information for 9 responses. The median respondent has 3-5 years of professional experience, works at a mediumsize company, and claims intermediate regex skill2 (Figure 1).
RQ1: Re-use Prevalence. Almost all (94%) of respondents indicated that they re-use regexes, with 50% indicating that they re-use
a regex at least half of the time that they use a regex (Figure 2 (a)).
The most frequent reason to re-use a regex was to meet a common
use case, e.g., matching emails. This supports a previous hypothesis
that developers may write regexes for a few common reasons [26].
Participants also mentioned time savings: łA good programmer
doesn’t re-invent the wheel.ž

Figure 2: (a) When developers must use a regex, they frequently re-use them from another source. (b) Developers
commonly re-use from the Internet and other software.
Languages. We are interested in studying common regex practices,
and as a result we focus our attention on łmajorž programming languages defined by two conditions: (1) The language has a large module ecosystem; (2) The language is widely used by the open-source
community. We operationalized these concepts by consulting the
ModuleCounts website [28] and the GitHub language popularity
report [42]. We also considered Go, Perl, and Rust for scientific interest; Perl popularized the idea of regexes as a first-class language
member, and Go and Rust are relatively new mainstream languages.

RQ2: Re-use Sources. Developers most frequently said they reuse regexes from Stack Overflow, but they often re-use regexes
from other code, including their own, a colleague’s, or open-source
projects (Figure 2 (b)). About 90% of respondents reported re-using
regexes from some Internet source, and about 90% reported re-using
regexes from other code.
RQ3: Developer Perception of Lingua Franca. We asked developers if their regex design process was influenced by language.
Figure 3 (a) shows that 47% of our respondents do not have a design
process that is language specific. And their actions match their
beliefs: as shown in Figure 3 (b), respondents frequently re-use
regexes without being confident that they were written in the same
language. Only 21% of respondents (34/158) were confident they
never re-used across language boundaries.

Software projects. Within these languages, we chose to study the
software modules published in each language’s primary module
registry for two reasons. First, it permits a relatively fair crosslanguage comparison, since we observe that many modules fill
equivalent ecological niches, e.g., logging or schema validation.
Second, we feel that modules are of greater general interest than
applications. Modules are published, maintained, and used by a mix
of open-source and commercial software developers, and bugs and
security vulnerabilities in modules have a significant ripple effect.

1 Due

to space limits we do not report all results.
skill was self-reported on a scale from novice to master, based on familiarity
with increasingly complex regex features according to Friedl [40]. łIntermediate: For
example, you have used more sophisticated features like non-greedy quantifiers (/a+?/)
and character classes (/\d|\w|[abc]|[^\d]/).ž
2 Regex

3 We also extracted regexes from TypeScript source code, by transpiling it to JavaScript.
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Polyglot regex corpus. Our corpus contains 537,806 unique regexes
extracted from 193,524 projects written in 8 programming languages. Each language’s contributions are listed in Table 1. Average
regex use varies widely by language, from 0.2 regexes per module
(Rust) up to 6.1 regexes per module (Ruby). The total unique regexes
by language exceeds 537,806 due to inter-language duplicates (ğ6).

6

THEME 2: MEASURING REGEX RE-USE

The developers in our survey indicated that they re-use regexes
from other software and from Internet sources like Stack Overflow.
They also reported re-using regexes across language boundaries.
In this theme we corroborate their report by measuring the extent
of regex re-use Ð modules that use non-unique regexes.
Definition of re-use. To the best of our knowledge we are the first
to attempt to measure regex re-use. As a first approximation, in
keeping with the phrasing in our survey (łcopy/pasting regexesž),
we label as re-use any pair of identical regexes (string equality). To
eliminate trivially identical regexes like /\s/, we conservatively
require any matching regexes to be at least 15 characters long. While
it is possible that two developers might independently produce the
same (longer) regex, this seems unlikely given that hundreds of
distinct regexes have been reported even for łsimplež languages
like emails [26]. We do not consider less strict measures of regex
equivalence like string [101] or behavioral [20] similarity, though
such measures might better capture the łShip of Theseusž approach
to regex re-use described by some of our survey respondents.

Figure 3: (a) Many developers design regexes without considering the programming language. (b) Developers’ regex
re-use decisions also imply belief in regex as a lingua franca.
Table 1: Our regex corpus was derived from software written in 8 programming languages. The first five languages are
ranked by the most available libraries (ModuleCounts [28])
and popularity in open-source (GitHub). We also studied
Go, Perl, and Rust out of scientific interest. The two final
columns show the contribution to our corpus.
Lang. (Registry)

Libs.

GH

# mod. anal.

Unique regexes (avg.)

JavaScript3 (npm)
Java (Maven)
PHP (Packagist)
Python (pypi)
Ruby (RubyGems)

1
2
3
4
5

1
3
5
2
4

24,997
24,986
24,995
24,997
24,999

150,922 (6.0)
19,332 (0.8)
44,237 (1.2)
43,896 (1.8)
153,334 (6.1)

Go (Gopm)
Perl (CPAN)
Rust (Crates.io)

9
7
10

9
Ð
Ð

24,997
31,827 (all)
11,724 (all)

22,105 (0.9)
142,777 (4.5)
2,025 (0.2)

Sum:

193,524

578,628

Findings: (RQ4) Thousands of corpus modules (20%) share
the same complex regexes, both within and across languages.
(RQ5) 5% of all corpus modules (about 10,000), primarily in
JavaScript, use regexes from Stack Overflow and RegExLib.

6.1

RQ4: Re-use from Other Software

How much intra-/inter-language regex re-use occurs in our corpus?
6.1.1 Methodology. When developing our regex corpus (ğ5), we
tracked the modules and registries in which each regex was found.
As noted above, we only consider as re-use candidates the regexes
that are at least 15 characters long. When such a regex appeared
in multiple modules in the same registry, we mark those modules
as containing an intra-language duplicate. When such a regex appeared in at least one module in different registries, we mark those
modules as containing an inter-language duplicate. Note, then, that
for a single duplicated regex we may mark several modules as containing intra-language duplicates and/or inter-language duplicates.

Our goal was to analyze the most important modules in each
language’s primary module registry. To have a uniform measure
of importance across languages, we filtered each registry for the
modules available on GitHub, sorted those by the number of stars,
and analyzed the top 25,000 modules from each registry. Borges
and Valente recently showed that GitHub star count is a reasonable proxy for importance [17]. Unsurprisingly, we found that the
distribution of GitHub stars was similar for the modules in each language, and analyzing the top 25,000 modules typically captured all
but the (very long) tail of 0-2 stars. Perl and Rust had relatively few
modules in their registries, and we analyzed all of their modules.

6.1.2 Results. The extent of intra- and inter-language regex reuse by modules is shown in Figure 4 (second and third bars). Developers re-use regexes in the modules in every language, some
more than others. In most languages, 10% or more of the modules contain an intra-language duplicate, and inter-language duplicates are also common. These duplicates are often due to łpopularž
regexes. For example, we found the 16-character ł<email>:ž regex
/[\w\-]+\@([^:]+):/ in 476 modules.

Regex extraction. Following [26], for each module we cloned
the HEAD of its default branch from GitHub and extracted any
statically-declared regexes. We extracted regexes declared in regex
evaluations as well as regexes compiled and stored in variables for
later use. In each module we extracted regexes only from source
files in the language corresponding to the registry, omitting regexes
in places like build scripts written in another language.
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Table 2: Summary of language versions and docs used in our
experiments. Most are at the default for Ubuntu 16.04.

RQ5: Re-use from Internet Sources

The developers in our survey frequently indicated that they re-use
regexes from one of two Internet sources: RegExLib [4] and Stack
Overflow [5]. Next we use our corpus to corroborate their claims.

JavaScript
Java
PHP
Python
Ruby
Go
Perl
Rust

Node.js v10.9.0 (V8 v6.8)
Oracle JDK 8
PHP 7.4.0-dev (cli)
Python 3.5.2
Ruby 2.3.1p112
Go v1.6.2
Perl v5.22.1
Rust v1.32.0 (nightly)

[31, 32]
[23]
[44]
[37, 53]
[18]
[43]
[2, 54, 97]
[30]

7.1

RQ6: Semantic Portability Problems

When two languages express the same feature using different syntax, developers face a translation problem. But when two languages
exhibit different features (or behaviors) for the same syntax, developers must solve a semantic problem. In this section we empirically
study the semantic portability problems that developers may face.

RegExLib regexes. We obtained a reasonably complete dump of
the RegExLib database by searching for łall regexesž.

7.1.1 Methodology. To understand variations in regex semantics,
we tested the behavior of each regex in our corpus on a variety of
inputs in each language of interest. Any inconsistent regex behavior
across languages is something a developer would have to discover
and address after re-using the regex.

Stack Overflow regexes. For Stack Overflow, we relied on the
łregexž tag to identify regexes. Through manual analysis we found
that questions and posts with the łregexž tag commonly denote
regexes using code snippets. Using all Stack Overflow posts as of
September 20184 , we found all questions tagged with łregexž as
well as the answers to those questions and automatically extracted
code snippets from those posts. To filter, we then removed snippets
that contained no regex-like characters based on Table 4 of [20].

Input generation. In search of an interesting set of inputs, we
created an ensemble of five state-of-the-art regex input generators:
Rex [100], MutRex [11], EGRET [56], ReScue [87] and Brics [65].
These generators produce either matching strings (Rex, Brics) or
both matching and mismatching strings (MutRex, EGRET, ReScue).
We used Rex, MutRex, and EGRET unchanged. We modified ReScue
to use the strings it explores in its search for SL inputs. We modified
Brics to generate random input subsets, not infinitely many inputs.
We wanted these inputs to provide good regex automaton coverage. Wang and Stolee showed that 100 Rex-generated inputs yield
about 50% regex coverage [102], so we requested 10,000 inputs
from each input generator with a time limit of 10 seconds. Table 3
summarizes the number of unique inputs generated for each regex.

6.2.2 Results. Our findings are shown in Figure 4 (fourth bar for
each language). Many of the modules in our corpus contain at least
one Internet regex. This practice is most common in JavaScript Ð
15% of npm modules contain an Internet regex.

THEME 3: EMPIRICAL PORTABILITY

Having shown that developers re-use regexes across language
boundaries, now we experiment on our polyglot regex corpus to
investigate the implications of copy/pasting a regex from one language to another. First we consider semantic portability (ğ7.1), then
performance portability (ğ7.2).

Attempted match. For each regex, for each input, for each programming language that supported it, we tested for a match using
partial-match semantics5 . On a match, we recorded (1) the substring
that matched, and (2) the contents of capture groups.

Experimental parameters. These experiments were performed
on a 10-node cluster of server-class nodes. We used the same base
tools in both experiments: a tester for each of the 8 languages. Each
4 See

Documentation

Findings: (RQ6) 15% of regexes exhibit documented and undocumented semantic differences. (RQ7) 10% of regexes exhibit performance differences due to regex engine algorithms
and optimizations.

6.2.1 Methodology. We extracted regexes from RegExLib and Stack
Overflow, and then searched our corpus for matches. In both of
these relatively-unstructured Internet regex sources, the resulting
set of łregexesž may include false positives; it is the intersection
of our corpus and these sets that is of interest. An intersection is
a case where a real regex from our corpus also appeared verbatim
in one of these Internet sources. Any module that contained one
of these (15 characters or longer) Internet regexes was marked as
containing an Internet duplicate.

7

Version information

tester accepts a regex pattern and input and attempts a partial regex
match. Table 2 lists the language versions used in our tests.
When we compare a regex’s behavior in a pair of languages, we
use the subset of the regex corpus that is syntactically valid in that
pair. This simulates the regex re-use practices we identified. Most
comparisons are on the majority of the corpus Ð 76% of the corpus
was valid in every language, and 88% were valid in all but Rust.

Figure 4: Empirical regex re-use practices, by language.

6.2

Language

5 We

used default flags. As the 8 languages in our study support around 20 distinct
regex flags, evaluating a meaningful subset of the flag combinations was infeasible.

https://archive.org/download/stackexchange/stackoverflow.com-Posts.7z.
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Table 3: Statistics for semantic portability experiment.
Metric

Value

Percentile inputs per regex: 25t h -50t h -75t h

1,057-2,410-2,510

Regexes with any difference witnesses

15.4% (82,582)

Regexes with any match witnesses
Regexes with any substring witnesses
Regexes with any capture witnesses

8.1% (43,417)
4.2% (22,597)
7.5% (40,457)

Witnesses. Some pairs of languages may perfectly agree on the
behavior of a regex on all of its inputs; others may not. We refer
to (reдex, input) pairs that produce different behavior in different
programming languages as difference witnesses between those languages, and distinguish between three disjoint types of witnesses:
(1) Match witness: Languages disagree on whether there is a match.
(2) Substring witness: Languages agree that there is a match but
disagree about the matching substring.
(3) Capture witness: Languages agree on the match and the matching substring, but disagree about the division of the substring
into any capture groups of the regex.

Figure 5: (Symmetric) Pairwise view of difference witnesses
by language and type. The individual cells indicate the
percent of the regex corpus with at least one (M)atch,
(S)ubstring, and (C)apture witnesses in that language pair,
and darker cells indicate that regexes more commonly have
difference witnesses in that pair of languages. For example,
Java, Go, and Rust generally agree on regex behavior.

7.1.2 Results. Table 3 summarizes our results. About 15% of regexes
participated in at least one difference witness, and among the language pairs we observed all three classes of witnesses. In Table 3
and Figure 5 we report the number of distinct regexes participating
in the difference witnesses rather than the number of distinct witnesses themselves, because we expect that many of the witnessing
inputs for a given regex are members of an equivalence class on
which a difference manifests.
A more detailed description of the semantic differences between
languages is presented in Figure 5. The cells are colored proportional to the number of regexes that have any witness of a difference
between that pair of languages. The three numbers in the cell denote the percent6 of regexes with match, substring, and capture
witnesses for that pair of languages. As can be seen in Figure 5:
there are many language pairs with match witnesses; PHP and
Python are the primary sources of substring witnesses; and PHP is
the primary source of capture witnesses.

Documented semantics. We studied each language’s regex documentation (Table 2) to see if these witnesses could be easily explained. Comparing the grey cells and boldfacing in Table 4, we note
that more than half of the łunusualž behaviors were unspecified in
that language’s documentation. Testing, not reading the manual, is the only way for developers to learn these behaviors.
7.1.4 Regex Engine Testing. Though in this experiment we assumed
that the regex engines were trustworthy, our methodology can be
viewed as a mix of fuzz [22] and differential [62] testing. Under a
lingua franca hypothesis, if languages disagree then at least one of
them is wrong. During our examination of difference witnesses, we
identified five cases where one language disagreed with the others
and its behavior was inconsistent with the corresponding regex
documentation. We opened bug reports based on the behaviors
briefly described in the third section of Table 4. So far the bugs have
been confirmed in V8-JavaScript, Python, Ruby, and Rust.

7.1.3 Analysis. We developed an automatic tool, the Cross Examiner,
to estimate the causes of the difference witnesses identified through
our experiment. We iteratively examined unclassified witnesses,
referenced the regex documentation for the disagreeing languages
(Table 2), understood the reason for the different behaviors where
documented, and encoded heuristics to classify witnesses as due to
this behavior. The causes we identified are summarized in Table 4.
Approximately 98% (80,736/82,582) of witnesses could be explained
by one or more of these causes.
Table 4 differentiates the witnesses by type. The first group of
witnesses are cases where some languages support a feature that
others do not. In the second group, languages use the same syntax
for different features. The third group are cases where languages
use the same syntax for the same features but exhibit different
behavior. The final group are bugs we identified, described below.
6 At

7.2

RQ7: Performance Portability Problems

Programming languages have distinct regex engines which may
exhibit different performance characteristics. A re-used regex might
have worse worst-case performance in its new language than in its
language of origin. For example, software being ported from PHP
to Node.js might develop Regular expression Denial of Service (ReDoS) vulnerabilities because regexes often have worse worst-case
performance in Node.js. In this experiment, we measure the frequency with which regexes have different worst-case performance
characteristics in different programming languages.
7.2.1 Methodology. We generally follow the methodology of Davis
et al. [26] and use their tools In brief, for each regex we (1) query
an ensemble of state-of-the-art super-linear regex detectors, and

the scale of our corpus, each percentage point represents about 5,300 regexes.
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Table 4: Difference witnesses identified during our semantic portability experiment. Each row indicates a witness regex, the
expected behavior(s), and each language’s interpretation. The first three groups describe different classes of valid but semantically distinct behavior. The final group describes the bugs we found; E- means Engine, D- means Docs. Boldface indicates
potentially-surprising behavior (cf. ğ8). ł-ž indicates languages where a feature causes syntax errors. The behavior in the grey
cells was not specified in the documentation.
Witness

Description

JavaScript

Java

PHP

False friends 1: Regex notation describes a feature in one language and no feature in another.
/\Qa\E/
Quote directive ; łQaEž
łQaEž
Quote
Quote
/\G/
Match assertion ; łGž
łGž
Assertion Assertion
/\Ab\Z/
Anchors ; łAbZž
łAbZž
Anchors
Anchors
łazž
EOL
EOL
/a\z/
End of line ; łazž
/\K/
Match reset ; łKž
łKž
Reset
/\e/
ESC ; łež
łež
ESC
ESC
/\cC/
ctrl-C ; łcCž
ctrl-C
ctrl-C
ctrl-C
łx...xž
łAž
łAž
/\x{41}/
łAž (hex) ; łx...xž
/(a)\g1/
Backref notation ; łag1ž
łag1ž
Backref
/(a)\g<1>/
Backref notation ; łag<1>ž
łag<1>ž
Backref
/\p{N}/
Unicode digit ; łpNž
łp{N}ž
1
1
/\pN/
Unicode digit ; łpNž
łpNž
Digit
Digit
/[[:digit:]]/
Digit ; Custom Char. Class (CCC)
CCC
CCC
Digit
False friends 2: The same regex notation describes different features.
/^a/
^: Beginning of input or line
Input
/a++/
Possessive quantifier ; regular
/(a)\1/
Backref ; octal
Backref
/\h/
Horz. whitespace; Hex; łhž
łhž

Input
Input
Possessive Possessive
Backref
Backref
Whitespace Whitespace

Python

Ruby

Go

Perl

Rust

łQaEž
łGž
Anchors
łazž
łKž
łež
łcCž

łQaEž
Assertion
Anchors
EOL
Reset
ESC
ctrl-C

Quote

Quote
Assertion
Anchors
EOL
Reset
ESC
ctrl-C
łAž
Backref

-

EOL

-

-

-

łAž

łag1ž
łag<1>ž
łp{N}ž
łpNž
CCC

łag1ž
Backref
1
łpNž
Digit

-

Input

Line
Possessive
Backref
Hex

Backref
łhž

1
Digit
Digit
Input

-

Nuanced: The same regex notation describes the same feature, but engines exhibit subtly different behavior.
/(a)(?<b>b)/
Named and unnamed capture groups?
Both
Both
Both
Named only
/[]]/
CCC of ł]ž ; empty CCC + ł]ž
Empty
ł]ž
ł]ž
ł]ž
ł]ž
ł]ž
/((a*)+)/
Diff. capture of \2 on łaaž
\2: łaaž
\2: empty
\2: empty \2: empty \2: empty \2: łaaž
Empty
łaž
łaž
łaž
łaž
łaž
/((a)|(b))+/
Diff. capture of \2 on łabž
Bugs we found in regex engines.
E-Python: /(ab|a)*?b/
Diff. capture of \1 on input: łab ž
E-Rust: /(aa$)?/
Matched substring on łaazž
E-Rust: /(a)\d*\.?\d+\b/ Matched substring on ła0.0c ž
E-JavaScript: Complicated Input order matters?
D-OracleJava: /$\s+/
$ matches before final \r?
D-Ruby: /a{2}?/
Lazy łaaž ; optional łaaž

łaž
Empty
ła0ž
Yes
No
Lazy

łaž
Empty
ła0ž
No
Yes
Lazy

then (2) evaluate any predicted super-linear regex behaviors in each
language of interest using partial-match semantics.

Empty
Empty
ła0ž
No
No
Lazy

łaž
Empty
ła0ž
No
No
Optional

łaž
Empty
ła0ž
No
No
Lazy

łAž

-

-

1
Digit
Digit

1
Digit
Digit

Input
Input
Possessive Regular
Backref
Octal
Whitespace
Both
ł]ž
\2: empty
łaž

ł]ž
\2: łaaž
łaž

łaž
Empty
ła0ž
No
No
Lazy

łaž
łaaž
ła0.0ž
No
No
Lazy

-

is using full-match semantics, regex engines generally default to
partial-match semantics. For example, some detectors predict linear
behavior for /a+$/, but it is quadratic in many languages when
used with a partial-match API. To address this assumption, we
query the detector ensemble with an (anchored) full-match variant
of unanchored regexes, e.g., /^[\s\S]*?a+$/.
The second query variant addresses inefficient implementations
in the detector ensemble. Some of the detectors exceed our time
limit on regexes with large NFA representations. For example, they
time out on the (exponential) regex /(a{1,1000}){1,1000}$/ because its NFA explodes in size. To account for this inefficiency, we
query the detector ensemble with variants that replace bounded
quantifiers with unbounded ones, e.g., /(a+)+$/.
These variants reduce the rate of false negatives without introducing false positives. Although we query the detector ensemble
on several variants, we always test any worst-case input on the
original regex (dynamic validation). The first variant may unmask
polynomial regexes that would otherwise go undetected, and the
second may identify both polynomial and exponential regexes.

Experimental parameters. We allowed each of the detectors to
evaluate a regex for up to 60 seconds using no more than 2 GB
of memory. If a detector predicted that a regex would be superlinear, we evaluated its proposed worst-case input in each of the
8 languages in our study using input strings intended to trigger
exponential or polynomial behavior7 . If a regex match took more
than 10 seconds in some language, we marked it as super-linear.
Reducing false positives. We extended their methodology in two
ways to reduce the number of false negatives (i.e., SL regexes marked
as linear-time). First, we added Shen et al.’s new dynamic SL regex
detector [87] to their ensemble ([75, 104, 107]). More critically, we
introduce a new technique that identifies both polynomial and
exponential SL regexes that their detector ensemble would not
detect. The static detectors in their ensemble: (1) assume full-match
semantics, and (2) do not scale well to regexes with large NFAs.
We combat these problems by querying detectors with the original
regex as well as regex variants that they can more readily analyze.
The first query variant addresses an unrealistic assumption in the
analysis performed by some of the detectors in the ensemble ([75,
104, 107]). Although these detectors assume that the regex engine
7 We

łaž
Empty
ła0ž
No
No
Lazy

EOL

7.2.2 Results. Figure 6 illustrates the extent to which the regexes
in our polyglot corpus exhibit worst-case super-linear behavior in
each of the 8 languages under study.
Figure 6 indicates that SL regexes may be more common Ð by up
to an order of magnitude! Ð than was previously reported [26]. The

used 100 pumps for exponential and 100,000 pumps for polynomial.
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Figure 6: Proportion of SL regexes in each language. There
are three distinct families of worst-case regex performance.
We identified no regexes with exponential behavior in Go
and Rust, and only 6 regexes had polynomial behavior in
those languages. Regexes with exponential behavior are rare
in PHP and Perl (Perl ś 227; PHP ś 0), but polynomial behavior still occurs. In contrast, over 1,000 regexes have exponential behavior in Ruby, Java, JavaScript, and Python, and polynomial behavior is also more common in those languages.

Figure 7: Pairwise view of regex performance differences.
Cells are colored according to the number of regexes that exhibit worse behavior in the destination (row) than the hypothetical source (column). Darker rows are dangerous destinations; the individual cells contain the percent of the regexes
supported in that language pair whose worst-case performance is worse in the destination. For example, regexes do
not perform any worse in JavaScript than Java, but 8% of
regexes perform worse when moved from Rust to JavaScript.

majority of the newly-discovered regexes were identified through
our variant testing technique; as expected, the new detector by
Shen et al. [87] identified only exponential regexes (1,421 of them).
Our results agree with a small-scale estimate in Java [107]. Although Figure 6 does not provide a direct comparison to [26], the
same larger proportions occur when considering the subset of our
corpus derived from JavaScript and Python (as theirs was).

Under the hood. The primary distinction between these families
is their core regex matching algorithms and varying support for
super-linear regex features (e.g., backreferences [9]). Go and Rust
offer linear behavior because they primarily rely on Thompson’s
algorithm for linear-time regex evaluations [95], though in consequence they offer a limited set of regex features. In contrast, the
remaining 6 languages perform regex matches using some variant
of Spencer’s backtracking algorithm [91]. Thompson’s algorithm is
similar to a breadth-first traversal of the NFA graph, while Spencer’s
is analogous to a depth-first traversal. Some implementations of
the Spencer-style DFS may exhibit super-linear behavior due to
redundant state visits, though there are also truly exponential (NPcomplete) regexes with backreferences [9, 15].
Within the set of Spencer engines, though, there are distinct
Medium and Slow Families. In our experiments, exponential behavior was unusual in PHP and Perl, while it occurs at about the same
rates in Java, JavaScript, Python, and Ruby. Similarly, PHP and Perl
have a lower incidence of polynomial behavior than do the other
Spencer engines. The differences between these two families can
be attributed to a mix of defenses and optimizations.
To the best of our knowledge, PHP and Perl are the only Spencer
engines in our study that have explicit defenses against exponentialtime behavior. Both languages rely on counters to track the amount
of work performed during a match, and if a regex evaluation exceeds
a threshold it is terminated with an exception. In experiments, we
found that these counters are incremented such that exponential
searches may trigger the threshold but poly-time searches will not.
Perl additionally maintains a cache of visited states in order to shortcircuit redundant paths through the NFA, permitting it to evaluate

7.2.3 Analysis. The proportion of regexes that exhibit exponential
and polynomial worst-case behavior varies widely by language. The
regex engines in these languages appear to fall into three families:
(1) Slow (JavaScript, Java, Python, Ruby); (2) Medium (PHP, Perl);
and (3) Fast (Go, Rust). To clarify this taxonomy, Figure 7 shows
the frequency with which regexes exhibit worse behavior in one of
a pair of languages. For example, we see that the ~10% of regexes
that are super-linear in both Java and JavaScript (cf. Figure 6) are
the same regexes. The worst-case performance of a regex generally
worsens when moved between these families, but not within them.
In this section we explore the reasons behind these three families
of regex performance. We studied the language documentation and
the implementation of these engines and identified a variety of
mechanisms by which some regex engines fall prey to super-linear
behavior and others avoid it.
Documented performance. We studied each language’s regex
documentation (Table 2) to see whether its worst-case performance
is discussed. JavaScript, Java, and Python only provide tips on minor optimizations. PHP and Ruby comment vaguely on worst-case
performance: łcan take a long time to runž [44]. The best documentation explicitly states worst-case expectations: linear (Rust
and Go) or exponential (Perl). Similar to the semantic behaviors
in Table 4, in most languages these performance differences can
only be identified through experimentation.
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some searches in linear time that take polynomial or exponential
time in other Spencer engines.
In addition to their exponential defenses, PHP and Perl both
have optimizations that act as a safeguard against polynomial regex
engine behavior. For partial matches, some regex engines will try
every possible starting offset in the string, trivially leading to polynomial behavior. PHP and Perl have optimizations to prune these
starting offsets, and these optimizations appear to reduce the incidence of polynomial behavior in those languages. The relevant
optimizations seem to be: (1) skipping ahead to plausible starting
points, and (2) filtering out inputs that lack necessary substrings.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first description of these
real-world regex engine mechanisms in the scientific literature8 . We
hope our findings will inform the maintenance and development
of regex engines that are less susceptible to super-linear behavior.

considered by developers introducing regexes into their code. Unfortunately, the largest developer communities are in the languages
most vulnerable to ReDoS (cf. Table 1 and Figure 6).
We have released our many-language tools to help developers
understand the possible risks of regexes. Our tools can test the
semantic and performance of regexes in many languages on many
inputs. We hope Table 4 will be a useful reference for developers.
Recommendations: programming language designers. We empathize with the developers we surveyed who expected regexes
to behave consistently across programming languages. We believe
that regexes should truly be the lingua franca many developers
already believe them to be. We suggest that having the fastest or
most feature-rich engine is not worth the cost of regex portability
problems. Perhaps supported by researchers, programming language designers could agree on a universal regex specification and
relieve software engineers of the burden of reconciling regexes
across languages. We acknowledge that diversity and competition
sometimes improve outcomes for users, but regexes are a mature
technology and unifying their behavior makes sense.
Each language’s regex documentation currently focuses only on
its own syntax and semantics. We recommend that regex documentation additionally describe its deviations from external specification(s), e.g., PCRE [46] or PX-BRE [47]. Explicitly discussing incompatibilities will inform developers of łgotchasž, and it will have the
indirect effect of reminding them that regexes are (currently) not a
lingua franca. Longer term, explicitly considering each language’s
divergence from specification(s) will help designers reach agreement on a next-generation universal regex specification. Lastly,
languages should document their worst-case regex performance.
We recommend that language designers in the łSlow Familyž
(JavaScript, Java, Python, Ruby) of regex engines adopt techniques
from the łMedium Familyž (PHP, Perl) to reduce the incidence of
ReDoS vulnerabilities in these popular languages.

Three families, not two? In our experiments we were surprised
to find three families of regex engine performance instead of the
two previously described by Cox [24]. Perhaps based on Cox’s
analysis, others argued that exponential regex behavior in Java
would translate to PHP [87]. The defenses and optimizations we
identified in PHP and Perl have previously gone unremarked.

8

REGEX BUGS

Semantic bugs. Although developers may identify some semantic regex problems during testing, others may cause unexpected
regex behavior in practice. To estimate the frequency of semantic
problems in practice, we developed linter-style tools to identify
regexes that use features that are unavailable in their language
(Table 4). For example, in JavaScript the anchor notation /\Ab\Z/ is
interpreted literally as AbZ, but developers who use this notation in
JavaScript projects probably intend anchors. Among the JavaScript
(npm) modules from which we derived our corpus, we identified 31
modules that used this notation. In total we identified hundreds of
modules containing potential semantic regex bugs. We have begun
opening bug reports against these modules.
It is possible that these regexes were derived from copy/paste
practices. However, developers might introduce such bugs even
when designing regexes from scratch, since they may design them
based on a (supposed) regex lingua franca that does not extend to
the language in which they are developing (cf. Figure 3).

Corpus applications. Our polyglot regex corpus is a promising
basis for further research. Clearly developers search for regexes Ð
can we adapt semantic code search techniques [50] to the discovery
of relevant regexes? And do developers have different regex needs
in different programming languages Ð do these differences manifest
in measurable ways, and should this affect the regex feature support
or optimizations used in regex engines?

ReDoS regexes. The super-linear regexes we identified represent
potential ReDoS vectors. After filtering out regexes that appear in
paths like test or build, we have initiated the responsible disclosure
process to inform the developers of 14,495 modules about potential
security vulnerabilities.

9

Regex tools and regex engines. Motivated by this work, we envision a regex łuniversal translatorž to help developers port regexes
between languages. This task is complicated by incomplete regex
specifications, different feature support in different programming
languages, and performance variations. As a starting point, van
der Merwe et al.’s work on regex transformations that preserve
semantics but change performance seems promising [98].
We believe that two directions for regex engine research are
promising. First, we accidentally identified bugs in four regex engines (ğ7.1.3). Testing regex engines by refining regex semantics and
applying model-checking techniques will improve the developer
experience. Second, we suggest that most ReDoS vulnerabilities
can be solved at the regex engine level by refining and enhancing
the optimizations already present in Perl and PHP (ğ7.2.3). Care
will be needed, however, to avoid changing regex semantics.

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

Considerations: software engineers. Our findings suggest that
porting regexes across language boundaries, e.g., from other software projects or from Stack Overflow, is a potentially risky activity.
Subtle semantic and performance issues can occur and should be

8 Besides

our description, we are only aware of descriptions of these defenses in
discussion forum posts [69] and the source code itself (e.g., see line 7835 of [70]). These
mechanisms are not described in the PHP and Perl documentation that we studied.
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in qualities such as comprehensibility [83] and defect-proneness
[74, 84]. But other studies have examined negative effects of cloning
code [49], such as maintenance difficulties [38] due to frequent [59]
but inconsistent [52] changes. As a result, a wide variety of techniques have been proposed to detect code clones, e.g., [76, 79, 82].
To the best of our knowledge, our paper presents the first study
of regex re-use and the problems that can arise from it.

Other Lingua Francas. What is the impact of other łlingua franca
problemsž in software engineering? For example, how do developers
account for variations in SQL dialects, Markdown specifications,
software compilers, and browser JavaScript support, and what are
the consequences when they fail to do so?

10

THREATS TO VALIDITY

Internal validity. Survey. Our survey instrument has not been
validated [51]. We assume the survey respondents who survived
our łbogus responsež filter replied in good faith.
Performance portability. Our results assume that the SL regex
detector ensemble is effective. These detectors were designed with
the naive Spencer-style regex engines in mind (łSlow familyž) and
might miss SL regexes in the Medium and Fast families. For example,
it is not clear whether the defenses of PHP and Perl are sound or
simply effective against these detectors’ inputs.

Software re-use: Internet forums. Researchers have also studied software re-use from Internet forums. Multiple studies found
evidence of code flow from Stack Overflow to software repositories [109], and found that code frequently flows, although sometimes without respecting license terms [10] or authorship attribution [12]. Researchers have also studied the interplay of developer
contributions to both resources [99].
Given the prevalence of code snippets in Stack Overflow, multiple tools have been proposed to help developers re-use them,
e.g., to automatically generate comments [106], or to augment the
IDE [72, 73]. However, some problems have been identified with
reusing code snippets from Stack Overflow, e.g., quality [67] and usability [108]. Furthermore, other studies have identified particular
threats with code re-use from Stack Overflow, such as API misuse [110], security vulnerabilities [36, 63], or unreadable code [96].
In this paper we found that Internet forums are also a popular
source of regex re-use among developers, and we observed similar
risks: feature mis-use and ReDoS vulnerabilities.

External validity. Regex corpus. Our methodology for procuring
the regex corpus faces two threats. First, our corpus is composed
only of statically-declared regexes. To generalize, we assume that
either most regexes are statically declared, or that dynamicallydeclared regexes have similar properties. Second, we only extract
regexes from modules. We do not know whether developers follow
the same regex practices when writing regexes in modules and in
applications, so our results may not generalize to applications.
Construct validity. Regex re-use. We took a simple approach to
identifying regex re-use in our corpus: exact string matches for
regexes at least 15 characters long. We chose this threshold based
on our assessment of regexes more or less likely to have been
independently derived by multiple developers. However, there may
have been shorter re-used regexes, longer independently-derived
regexes, and many regexes that were re-used with modifications to
tailor them to specific use cases.
Our definition of re-use does not account for the possibility of
wholesale file duplication, which is not true regex re-use. File duplication would only affect our intra-language regex re-use results.

11

Migration. Researchers have long discussed the difficulties of code
migration [29, 48, 60, 77, 94, 103]. As new technologies emerge, so
do new migration tools, e.g., within [13] and between languages [34,
61, 66, 71, 85, 93, 111] and frameworks [35, 45, 57].
Our work shows that regexes are (currently) not a lingua franca,
creating an opportunity for tools for regex migration.

12

CONCLUSION

Regexes are not a lingua franca. Although about 92% of regexes will
compile in most programming languages, their apparent portability
masks problems of correctness and performance. We empirically
investigated the extent and causes of these portability problems,
offering the first empirical perspective on regex portability. In the
process we identified hundreds of modules with potential semantic
problems and thousands with potential performance problems, plus
documentation and implementation errors in popular languages.
Unfortunately, but quite understandably, about half of the software developers we surveyed believe and act as though regexes
are a lingua franca. We hope that this paper increases developer
awareness of regex portability problems. We also hope to motivate
language designers toward regex standardization.

RELATED WORK

Empirical studies of regexes. The empirical study of regex use
is a recent endeavor, with several lines of research. Chapman and
Stolee assessed the use of different regex features in Python [20].
Using that corpus, Chapman et al. assessed the relative understandability of regex synonyms to determine community preferences [21].
Wang and Stolee reported that regexes are poorly unit tested in Java
applications [102], though this might be due to developer processes
not captured by version control, e.g., using regex checking tools [55].
Our polyglot regex techniques will enable generalizing some of
these results to other programming languages.

REPRODUCIBILITY

Software re-use: other code. Software re-use is a prevalent practice in software engineering [14, 33, 39, 86]. Developers re-use code
from their own or other projects [89], introducing code clones [41,
79]. Multiple studies estimate that more than 50% of the code in
GitHub is duplicated [58, 64], with similar ratios for Android applications [80].
Whether code clones are good practice is a matter of debate.
Some researchers have pointed out the benefits of code clones [68],
and found little difference between cloned and non-cloned code

An artifact containing our survey instrument, regex corpus, and
analyses is available at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3257777.
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